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Controlling directionality of emission, scattering and waveguiding is an important requirement in
quantum optical technology, integrated photonics and new metasurface designs, as well as radio and
microwave engineering. Recently, several approaches have been developed to achieve unidirectional
scattering in the far-field relying on Huygens’ dipolar sources, and in waveguided optics based
on spin-Hall effects involving circularly polarised electric or magnetic dipoles, all of which can be
realised with plasmonic or dielectric nanoparticles. Here we show that there exists a dipolar source
complimentary to Huygens’ dipole, termed Janus dipole, which is not directional in the far-field,
but its coupling to waveguided modes is topologically protected so that it is allowed on one side
of the dipole but not on the opposite side. The near field directionality of the Huygens’ dipole is
also revealed and a generalised Kerker’s condition for far- and near-field directionality is introduced.
Circular electric and magnetic dipoles, together with Huygens’ and Janus dipolar sources, form
a complete set of directional dipolar sources in far- and near-field, paving the way for promising
applications.
Nanoscale emitters, scatterers and their assemblies
have been recently considered for scalable photonic cir-
cuitry, where the requirements on miniaturization and ef-
ficient coupling to photonic modes are strict, metasurface
designs enabling flat lenses and hologrammes, as well as
quantum optical technologies [1–3]. They can be realised
as strongly resonant plasmonic or high-index dielectric
nanoparticles supporting electric and/or magnetic dipo-
lar resonances. Going beyond linearly polarised dipoles
opens unexpected opportunities for electromagnetic de-
signs. Near field interference and related directional exci-
tation of fields from circularly polarized electric and mag-
netic dipoles [4–14] have fascinating applications in quan-
tum optics [15–17] and in novel nanophotonic devices
such as nanorouters, polarimeters, and non-reciprocal op-
tical components [18–26]. These effects rely on the pho-
tonic spin-Hall effect exploiting the phenomenon of spin-
momentum locking in evanescent and guided waves [27–
30]: in essence, the spin of the dipole can be matched
to the spin of the guided fields to be directionally ex-
cited. While electromagnetic spin is a quantity that ac-
counts for the relative amplitude and phase of the differ-
ent electric field or magnetic field components of a guided
wave –describing the rotation of these two vectors E and
H– spin does not account for the relative amplitude and
phases between electric and magnetic components. En-
gineering superpositions of electric and magnetic dipoles
and their interference [31–34] takes care of this limita-
tion.
There is a well-known dipolar source which explicitly
exploits these relations to achieve far-field directionality:
the Huygens’ antenna. This source combines two orthog-
onal linearly polarized electric p and magnetic m dipoles
(Fig. 1) satisfying Kerker’s condition [35, 36]:
p =
m
c
, (1)
with c being the speed of light. The radiation diagram of
such an antenna is highly directional and has zero back-
scattering, due to the interference of magnetic and elec-
tric dipole radiation. These antennas are attracting great
attention due to the feasibility of implementing them us-
ing high-index dielectric nanoparticles [37–39], with ap-
plications in null back-scattering, metasurfaces, and all-
dielectric mirrors [40–46].
Here we show that Huygens’ sources can be generalized
to achieve near-field directionality, and that there exists
a dipolar source complementary to a Huygen’s dipole,
which we term Janus dipole, with a different relation be-
tween the phases of electric and magnetic dipoles, which
is not directional in the far-field, but has unique near-field
properties allowing “side”-dependent coupling to guided
modes. Together, Huygens’, Janus, circular electric and
magnetic dipoles (as well as the infinite spectrum of their
linear combinations) provide a general closed solution to
dipolar far- and near-field directionality that takes into
account the topology of the vector structure of free space
and guided electromagnetic fields. These dipolar sources
can be experimentally realised as plasmonic, dielectric
and hybrid nanoparticles.
In order to illustrate the properties of the considered
dipolar sources, Figure 1 shows the time averaged power
flow vector generated by (a) a circular dipole, (b) a Huy-
gens’ antenna, and (c,d) a Janus dipole for its two orien-
tations, all placed over a waveguiding surface. We used
metallic surfaces supporting surface plasmons as simple
examples, but the directionality of the dipoles is universal
and completely independent of the waveguide’s nature.
As can be seen, the first two sources lead to directional
evanescent wave excitation of guided modes along the
waveguide. While this is known for circular dipoles [4–
14, 29], Huygens’ antennas have been massively studied
for their strong directional radiation diagram, but their
near field directionality had not been explored. The di-
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FIG. 1. Power flow induced by (a) a circularly polarized
electric dipole p = (1, 0, i), m = (0, 0, 0); (b) a Huygens’
antenna p = (0, 0, 1), m = (0,−c, 0); (c,d) a Janus dipole p =
(±1, 0, 0), m = (0, ic, 0) in non-coupling (c) and coupling (d)
orientation, in close proximity (z0 = 0.3λ) to an interface of a
material with ε = −1.5 and µ = 1. Calculated by integration
of the angular spectra of the dipole field. (e) Schematic of
field components excited by each source. The insets show the
orientation of the dipoles and the far field radiation diagrams.
rection of excitation of these sources can be switched by
flipping the sign of one of their two dipole components,
which can be experimentally achieved tuning polarization
and wavelength of the light illuminating the nanoparticle,
with respect to its electric and magnetic resonances.
The Janus dipole has an intriguing property: it either
shows (c) a complete absence of coupling, in which it does
not excite waveguide modes at all or (d) excitation of the
guided mode in both directions. This is determined by
which ‘side’ of the dipole is facing the waveguide. In-
verting the sign of one component in the Janus dipole
will change the side facing the waveguide, like when flip-
ping a coin, and this will switch the coupling on and off
[Figs. 1(c,d)].
An intuitive explanation of the three sources can be
obtained as follows. Fermi’s golden rule [6–10, 15, 16]
dictates that the coupling efficiency between an electric
p and magnetic m dipole source and a waveguide mode
is proportional to |p ·E∗ +m ·µH∗|2 where E and H are
the electric and magnetic fields of the mode calculated
at the location of the dipoles, and µ is the permeabil-
ity of the medium. In Fig. 1, the dipoles are interacting
with a p-polarized waveguide mode, so the only non-zero
field components are the transverse electric and magnetic
fields Ez andHy, and the longitudinal field Ex. These are
shown in Fig. 1(e). The circular dipole uses the dipole
components px and pz to couple with the Ex and Ez
components of the mode. Its directional behaviour relies
on the well understood spin-momentum locking between
these components, which dictates that Ex and Ez un-
dergo a fixed amplitude and phase relationship, resulting
in E having a circular polarization, associated with a
transverse spin, whose sense of rotation depends on the
propagation direction [6, 8, 27–30]. The dipole exploits
this such that p ·E∗ = 0 for the mode propagating to the
left or right, thereby showing unidirectional excitation in
the opposite direction. Analogously, circular magnetic
dipoles can directionally excite s-polarized modes by ex-
ploiting m · µH∗ = 0. Both are possible thanks to the
longitudinal component of the evanescent fields.
To describe the nature of the other two sources, how-
ever, we must also take into account the relative phase
and amplitude between the E and H components, not
usually considered in spin-direction locking. Their rela-
tion can be exploited such that the electric and magnetic
coupling terms interfere destructively between each other
p·E∗+m·µH∗ = 0. In other words, the mode excited by
the electric dipole p in a given direction is exactly can-
celled out by the one excited by the magnetic dipole m
after their superposition. The Huygens’ source exploits
the fixed relative amplitude and phase that exists be-
tween the transverse field components Ez and Hy, which
depends on the propagation direction of the mode. This
relation is a well-known property of plane waves which
extends directly into evanescent and guided waves.
On the other hand, there is another pair of compo-
nents that we can consider [Fig. 1(e)]. The Janus dipole
exploits the locked amplitude and phase relation that ex-
ists between Hy and the longitudinal electric field Ex.
The unique feature of the Janus dipole, which distin-
guishes it from the other two, is that this interference
can be achieved simultaneously in both propagation di-
3rections of a mode, because the ratio between Ex and
Hy is independent of the mode’s left or right propaga-
tion direction. This is a remarkable topological feature
of evanescent wave polarization in addition to transverse
spin [27]. It enables us to design an electric dipole px and
magnetic dipole my such that their mode excitations in-
terfere destructively in both directions. Note that the
independence of the ratio between longitudinal electric
field and transverse magnetic field with respect to the
propagation direction (time reversal) is universally true,
at any location, on any translationally invariant waveg-
uide. This can be proven by considering a mirror re-
flection on a plane perpendicular to the waveguide axis:
the propagation direction changes, but the ratio of the
two components does not, due to the simultaneous flip-
ping of both the longitudinal component and the mag-
netic component, which being a pseudo-vector changes
sign under reflections. Thus, a Janus dipole can be de-
signed to achieve polarization and position-dependent
“non-coupling” in any scenario where longitudinal fields
are present, such as inside nanowires and photonic crys-
tal waveguides, not being limited to evanescent coupling
as illustrated here.
Both the circular and Janus dipole involve the longitu-
dinal component of the field, while the Huygens’ source
does not. This explains why circular and Janus dipoles
are not directional in the far field [4, 14], as plane waves
have no longitudinal field. The Huygens’ source, in-
stead, is always directional, as it exploits the relation
between the transverse fields which exists in plane waves
and evanescent waves alike. Another crucial difference
lies in the intrinsic symmetry of the sources themselves.
The circular dipole has rotational symmetry around the
y axis. The Huygens’ source –recalling that the magnetic
moment is a pseudo-vector– is mirror symmetric with re-
spect to the z = 0 plane, while the Janus source is mirror
symmetric with respect to the x = 0 one. This difference
in symmetry leads to a remarkable result when consider-
ing coupling of the dipoles surrounded by waveguides.
Figure 2 shows the three dipole sources embedded be-
tween two waveguides, again metallic surfaces only as an
example, at a distance such that light from the dipole can
couple to both waveguides, but with negligible coupling
between the waveguides for the propagation distances
considered. The circular dipole couples into opposite di-
rections for the waveguides placed above or below the
dipole, while the Huygens’ dipole couples in the same
direction for both. Most interestingly, while these two
sources exhibit left-right directionality, the Janus dipole
exhibits a front-back directionality. While it does not
excite the waveguide placed below, it does however ex-
cite both directions in the waveguide above it, regardless
of its distance to either. In this way, the Janus dipole
is topologically protected from coupling into the waveg-
uide facing its non-coupling side. This arises because the
ratio between Ex and Hy in evanescent waves is inde-
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FIG. 2. Amplitude of the electric field generated by (a) a
circular dipole, (b) a Huygens’ antenna and (c) a Janus dipole
embedded in the centre of a metal-air-metal waveguide, with
ε = −1.5 + 0.02i and µ = 1. The distance between the two
waveguides is 0.7λ.
pendent of the propagation direction but does depend on
the direction of evanescent decay. This remarkable and
inherently broadband behaviour suggests novel potential
applications in optical nanorouting and signal processing.
Importantly, all the directionality properties described in
Fig. 2 are robust and independent of the distance of the
dipoles to the waveguides. The symmetry of excitations
follows directly from that of the sources themselves.
The design of dipoles exhibiting near-field interference
can be done in a general case by means of the Fermi
golden rule, as long as the modal fields are known. How-
ever, we can provide simple expressions for the specific
case of dipoles coupling into the evanescent fields of a pla-
nar waveguide extending along the transverse (x, y) plane
(Figs. 1 and 2). For simplicity, we can align our refer-
ence system with the propagation direction of the mode,
such that the wave-vector of the evanescent field is given
by k = (kx, ky, kz) = (±km, 0,±iαm), where km is the
propagation constant of the mode, αm = (k
2
m − k2)1/2
accounts for the evanescent nature and k is the wave-
number of the medium. The sign of ±km accounts for
the direction of propagation, while the sign of ±iαm de-
pends on the direction of evanescent decay, which de-
pends on whether the waveguide is below (positive) or
above (negative) the dipole. We can write the three
components of p-polarized modes in a vector of the
form Fp = (Ex, cµHy, Ez) and the corresponding dipole
4moment components as a vector qp = (px,my/c, pz)
so that the Fermi’s golden rule is reduced to a sim-
ple scalar product
∣∣qp · F∗p∣∣2. Maxwell’s equations de-
mand that p-polarized fields with ky = 0 are given by
Fp ∝ (±iαmk , 1,−±kmk ) [14], irrespective of the nature of
the waveguide. The single key aspect underpinning all
phenomena described in this work is that each pair of
these three components has a fixed amplitude and phase
relation between them. Indeed, each of the three ele-
mental dipole sources is derived from the relationship
between each of the three possible pairs of field compo-
nents [Fig. 1(e)]. Notice that the ratio between Ex and
Ez depends on both the direction of propagation ±km
and on the sign of the evanescent decay (evanescent field
gradient) ±iαm, as known for spin-direction locking. The
ratio between Ez and Hy depends only on propagation
direction, thus explaining Huygens’ properties, while the
ratio between Ex and Hy is independent of the propa-
gation direction, as proved earlier in a general case, but
depends on the sign of ±iαm, explaining the unique be-
haviour of the Janus dipole.
To obtain near-field interference effects, we can solve
the equation that achieves zero coupling of the dipoles
into a given mode:
qp · F∗p =
(
px,
my
c
, pz
)
·
(±iαm
k
, 1,−±km
k
)∗
= 0. (2)
Mathematically, this simple equation defines a geomet-
ric plane of solutions given by the sub-space of dipole
vectors qp which are orthogonal to Fp, and provides a
unified view of all the possible ways to achieve direc-
tionality of p-polarized modes when using any electric
and magnetic dipole source. The fixed relationships be-
tween the field components translate directly into condi-
tions between the dipole components. Each of the three
sources discussed above correspond to intersections of
this plane with the px, my, or pz = 0 planes. Alter-
natively, each dipole corresponds to the intersection of
two planes given by Eq. 2 but for different pairs of sign
combinations in km and αm, explaining why each case
shows zero excitation of exactly two directions in Fig. 2.
A compact summary of the mathematical solutions to
this equation is given in Table I. Notice that the dipoles
are fine-tuned to achieve a perfect contrast ratio for a spe-
cific mode km, but the non-optimized versions, in which
(px,my/c, pz) ∝ (1, 0,±i), (0,±1, 1) and (1,±i, 0), also
work remarkably well as shown in Fig. 1. Each of the
three elemental sources corresponds to a vector within
the same plane of solutions, so that each is obtainable as
a linear superposition of the other two. Finally, we can
consider the entire geometric plane of solutions obtained
by linear combinations of the elemental sources, resulting
in an infinite range of electric and magnetic dipoles that
verify Eq. 2.
Analogous considerations are valid for s− polarized
modes. In this case, Maxwell’s equations imply that the
TABLE I. Elemental dipole sources for near-field direction-
ality in the (x, z) plane. Optimized dipoles use kˆm = k
∗
m/k
and αˆm = α
∗
m/k, while non-optimized dipoles use αˆm, kˆm ≈ 1
and also show good performance. The sign of ±kˆm will de-
termine whether we nullify the mode coupling to the right
or to the left, respectively, while the sign of ±αˆm will de-
termine whether the waveguide is below or above the dipole,
respectively. In the general solution, qip/s and q
j
p/s stand for
any two of the three elemental dipoles and a, b are arbitrary
complex coefficients.
p-polarization s-polarization
qp = (px,my/c, pz) qs = (mx/c, py,mz/c)
Elliptical (±kˆm, 0,∓iαˆm) (±kˆm, 0,∓iαˆm)
Huygens (0,±kˆm, 1) (0,±kˆm,−1)
Janus (1,±iαˆm, 0) (−1,±iαˆm, 0)
General qp = aq
i
p + bq
j
p qs = aq
i
s + bq
j
s
electromagnetic fields when ky = 0 are given by Fs =
(cµHx, Ey, cµHz) ∝ (±iαmk ,−1,−±kmk ), and writing the
relevant dipole components as qs = (mx/c, py,mz/c),
the near-field destructive interference condition based on
Fermi’s golden rule can be written as qs · F∗s = 0. Solu-
tions are given in Table I. In complete physical analogy
to the p-polarized case, the same three elemental dipoles
can be derived, but swapping the roles of the electric and
magnetic moments.
The optimized conditions for the Huygens’ and Janus
dipoles can be written compactly as:
±k∗m
k
p =
m
c
and
±iα∗m
k
p =
m
c
. (3)
The first equation corresponds to the Huygens’ dipole
and constitutes a generalized Kerker’s condition which
works for both evanescent and propagating waves. It, in
fact, reduces to the usual Kerker’s condition (Eq. 1) for
km = k. The angular spectrum of the source [47] provides
a convincing visual explanation of this optimization. In
Fig. 3 we plot the angular spectrum of the fields below a
Huygens’ antenna in two different cases. Panel (a) corre-
sponds to the usual Kerker’s condition (Eq. 1), and it can
be seen that the spectrum is zero on the transverse wave-
vector kt = (−k, 0), lying exactly on the light cone. In
panel (b) we show the spectra of the generalized Huygens’
dipole (Eq. 3), and we see that it is zero at kt = (−km, 0),
corresponding to the mode supported by the waveguide.
Comparing the amplitude of both spectra at (±km, 0),
both cases will excite modes preferentially in the direc-
tion +km, but only the optimized Kerker condition will
achieve a perfect contrast ratio. The second Eq. 3 corre-
sponds to the Janus dipole and, in the limit km →
√
2k
reduces to ±ip = m/c. It greatly resembles Kerker’s con-
dition but with a phase difference. The angular spectrum
of the Janus dipole is shown in Fig. 3(c) and shows a null
spectral component for both kt = (km, 0) and (−km, 0).
Thus from simple momentum matching arguments, the
5dipole itself is incapable of coupling into the modes of
the waveguide at all because it lacks the required angular
components. While the above considerations have been
derived for a planar waveguide, we would like to empha-
size that following a spectral interpretation, all dipoles
derived in Table I are excellent approximations to their
optimum when placed near arbitrary waveguides, as was
shown in Ref. [14] based on momentum conservation ar-
guments.
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FIG. 3. Angular spectra of (a,b) Huygens’ antennas satisfy-
ing (a) usual Kerker’s condition (Eq. 1) and (b) optimized
Kerker’s condition (Eq. 3); (c) a Janus, for a waveguide with
km =
√
2k.
Further insight can be obtained using well-known elec-
tromagnetic quantities (Fig. 4). The Huygens’ source
is often explained in terms of the time-averaged Poynt-
ing vector ∝ Re [E∗ ×H]; it uses orthogonal electric
and magnetic dipoles, in phase, to produce the corre-
sponding fields associated with a net power flow in a
given direction. The canonical spin angular momentum
∝ Im [E∗ ×E+H∗ ×H] accounts for the spin of vectors
E and H, arising when either field has orthogonal com-
ponents phase-shifted by pi/2, exactly as generated by
circular dipoles. The Janus dipole is associated with the
∝ Re{E*×H}
∝ Im{E*×H}
∝ Im{E*×E}
  +Im{H*×H}
time-averaged
power ow
(Huygens’
dipole)
reactive power 
oscillations
(Janus dipole)
spin
(circular dipole)
FIG. 4. Schematic depicting a triad of vectors for a guided
mode: time-averaged power flow, reactive power and spin vec-
tor. Each closely related to one of the three sources.
vector ∝ Im [E∗ ×H]. This expression resembles that
of spin, but mixing electric and magnetic components.
It arises when E and H are orthogonal and pi/2 out of
phase, as produced by the Janus dipole. Notice that this
vector is the imaginary part of the complex Poynting vec-
tor, known to signify the direction of reactive power in
which harmonic oscillations of power occur with no net
flow. The vector points in the direction of evanescent
decay. The Janus dipole can thus match or oppose these
oscillations. The three vector quantities, each associated
with one of the sources, are known to form a locked triad
at each point near a waveguide [8], as shown in Fig. 4,
accounting for the sources’ symmetries and behaviour.
Previous approaches to guided optics directionality
from dipolar sources made use of the spin of the guided
mode’s fields E and H, neglecting their mutual ampli-
tude and phase relations. By considering the whole vec-
tor structure of electromagnetic fields we provide a uni-
fied theory describing all possible dipole sources exhibit-
ing far- and near-field directionality, opening the way
to entirely new types of directional coupling. The im-
plementation of these new sources using resonant plas-
monic or dielectric nanoparticles and their integration
in photonic circuitry will provide a step change in the
already broad range of near-field directionality applica-
tions which are currently based on circular dipoles exclu-
sively. We expect novel ideas to emerge in quantum op-
tics, photonic nano-routing, photonic logical circuits, op-
tical forces and torques of particles in near-field environ-
ments, inverse and reciprocal scenarios for polarization
synthesis, integrated polarimeters, and other unforeseen
devices throughout the whole electromagnetic spectrum.
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Janus and Huygens’ dipolar sources for near-field directionality
Michela F. Picardi,∗ Anatoly Zayats, and Francisco J. Rodr´ıguez-Fortun˜o
Department of Physics, Kings College London, London WC2R 2LS, UK
Deriving directionality from the angular spectrum of electric and magnetic dipole fields
In the main text, we derived the condition for directionality using Fermi’s golden rule. Here, we show that the same
result can be obtained exploiting the angular spectrum representation of electric and magnetic dipoles sources.
We start from our results in Ref. [1] where we derived the angular spectra amplitudes of the electric field generated
by electric and magnetic dipoles as:
EED(kx, ky)|z=z0 =
ik2
8pi2ε
1
kz
[(eˆs · p)eˆs + (eˆp · p)eˆp] ,
EMD(kx, ky)|z=z0 = −
ik2
8pi2ε
1
kz
1
c
[(eˆp ·m)eˆs − (eˆs ·m)eˆp] ,
these can be summed to give:
E(kx, ky)|z=z0 =
ik2
8pi2ε
1
kz
[(
eˆs · p− eˆp · m
c
)
eˆs +
(
eˆp · p+ eˆs · m
c
)
eˆp
]
. (1)
The unit vectors eˆs and eˆp are the ones corresponding to s- and p-polarized fields, respectively, and are given by:
eˆs =
zˆ× kˆ√
(zˆ× kˆ) · (zˆ× kˆ)
,
eˆp = eˆs × kˆ, (2)
where kˆ = k/k is the normalized wave-vector, with the property that kˆ · kˆ = eˆs · eˆs = eˆp · eˆp = 1 and eˆs · eˆp = 0.
Using Eq. 2, we can then substitute eˆp into Eq. 1, obtaining:
E(kx, ky)|z=z0 =
ik2
8pi2ε
1
kz
{[
eˆs · p− (eˆs × kˆ) · m
c
]
eˆs +
[
(eˆs × kˆ) · p+ eˆs · m
c
]
eˆp
}
. (3)
Applying the scalar triple product cyclic property, we can finally arrive at a compact exact mathematical expression
that describes any arbitrary dipole source angular spectrum:
E(kx, ky)|z=z0 =
ik2
8pi2ε
1
kz
{[
eˆs ·
(
kˆ× p+ m
c
)]
eˆp +
[
eˆs ·
(
p− kˆ× m
c
)]
eˆs
}
, (4)
from which the directional properties of any dipole source immediately follow, both in propagating and evanescent
components. Eq. 4 is plotted in the main text for different sources, clearly showing the directionality properties.
Equation 4 describes the fields of the isolated source in a homogeneous medium. We would like to consider the
effects of placing this dipole in near proximity to a waveguide. Let’s consider, for simplicity, a planar waveguide along
the xy plane, supporting a guided mode with propagation constant km. The fraction of power generated by the source
that is coupled to this mode on each direction depends on the overlap between the source’s angular spectra and the
waveguide mode angular spectra [1, 2]. The angular distribution of excitation of the mode in the waveguide will
thus be proportional to the amplitude of the spectral component having the transverse wavevector kt = (km cosφ,
km sinφ) at each angle φ. To determine the contrast ratio between light coupled in two opposite directions, we can
reorient our axes such that ky = 0 without loss of generality, and compare the kt = (−km, 0) and (+km, 0) dipole
components. In particular, we can make one of them identically zero. To achieve this, we simply have to equate the
field angular spectrum (Eq. 4) to zero at a certain kˆ, i.e. forcing an evanescent component to be zero. We only need
to do this for the term in Eq. 4 corresponding to the same polarization as the mode we are interested in. For example,
if the mode is p-polarized, we take the term polarized along eˆp and equate it to zero:
yˆ ·
(
kˆ× p+ m
c
)
= 0, (5)
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FIG. 1: Angular spectra of (blue) non optimized dipoles, compared with (red) optimized ones for km = −2k. The non optimized
dipoles are given by (px,my/c, pz) ∝ (1, 0,±i), (0,±1, 1) and (1,±i, 0) for circular, Huygens’ and Janus respectively, while their
optimized versions can be found in Table 1 in the main text.
where we used the fact that eˆs = yˆ when ky = 0. Notice that by substituting kˆ = (1/k)(±km, 0,±iαm), Eq. 5 can
be written as px(±iαm/k) − pz(±km/k) + my/c = 0 which is exactly the same condition as in the main text when
km is real. In contrast to the equation derived from Fermi’s golden rule, this time the positive (negative) sign in αm
corresponds to the fields above (below) the dipole, because kˆ refers to the wave-vector of the dipole fields, and not
those of the waveguide mode.
Alternative expression for the angular spectrum
Curiously, substituting eˆp = eˆs × kˆ, in the s-polarized component of Eq. 1, and eˆs = −eˆp × kˆ in the p-polarized
one, the two components can be written in a very convenient way:
E(kx, ky)|z=z0 =
ik2
8pi2ε
1
kz
{[
eˆs · p− (eˆs × kˆ) · m
c
]
eˆs +
[
eˆp · p− (eˆp × kˆ) · m
c
]
eˆp
}
=
ik2
8pi2ε
1
kz
{[
eˆs ·
(
p− kˆ× m
c
)]
eˆs +
[
eˆp ·
(
p− kˆ× m
c
)]
eˆp
}
=
ik2
8pi2ε
1
kz
(
p− kˆ× m
c
)
[(· eˆs) eˆs + (· eˆp) eˆp] .
In this way, the amplitude of the s-polarized component is given by the dot product of eˆs with the vector v =
p−
(
kˆ× mc
)
, and the amplitude of the p-polarized component is given by the dot product of eˆp with the same vector
v. This is even more compact than Eq. 4 but is slightly less convenient for the derivation of optimized dipoles.
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